ARE YOU WATCHING ME?
Written and Directed by TONY FRIER
Auditions – Wednesday 13th December 2017
Rehearsals Wednesdays and Thursdays

RDG’s Entry into the Elmbridge Drama Festival (8th to 10th March
2018) and Leatherhead Drama Festival (14th to 19th May 2018)
Please note – if the production wins either of the two festivals it will go on to compete in the next rounds of the All-England
Theatre Festival - 13th May (area final), 2nd June (English Final) and 6/7 July (British Final) and be eligible for selection for the
British All-Winners Festival (16th – 22nd July)

THE PLAY
Nerdy Jon and his wife Alison are all packed up and just about ready to move from their 5th storey flat
in present day Wolverhampton. Alison is heavily pregnant* and Jon spends hours watching a man on
an opposite balcony who appears to be watching them. Alison then receives a text asking ‘Are You
Watching Me?’ How does the man know who they are, how has he got Alison’s number, and why is he
watching them? Alison’s brother, David, who constantly goads Jon for being a short, unemployed,
vegetarian wimp, arrives with his binoculars and in a surprising attempt to stand up for himself and his
wife, Jon decides to head over to the opposite flat to challenge the watcher.
In the second scene Jon confronts the ‘voyeur’ (Alistair), learns what he has been doing on his balcony
and why and how, though a series of events and coincidences, fate has brought the two of them
together with a horrific conclusion as dark secrets are realised.
*There are two versions of the play - one with a pregnant Alison (so clearly she needs to be of
‘child-bearing age’) and a second which has Alison with her leg in plaster (so her age isn’t so
relevant). Jon and David’s ages are relative to Alison’s. Please let me know for which version(s)
you wish to audition.

THE CHARACTERS
Alison – She endures, but becomes increasingly irritated by, Jon. However, she does need to feel
something for him and stands up for him to David. Desperate to move from their ‘crappy flat’, we see a
significant shift from her laid-back sarcasm to the genuine fear once the text message is received.
Jon – comparable age to Alison, his wife. Total nerd. He collects stamps, beer mats and toy soldiers and
is easily wound up by David – not least about him being vertically challenged. Irritating. There needs to
be, however, a phenomenal change in character in scene two that is convincing, unnerving and
frightening.
David – comparable age to his sister, Alison (not specified, but envisaged as being her older brother).
Good sense of humour which is used to rib Jon and should be taller than him. Has a genuine concern
for Alison.
Alistair – no specific age, but needs to be capable of being knocked to the floor. Tries to be friendly,
‘neighbourly’, and has a sense of humour, but equally gets irritated with Jon and wants rid of him so he
can get on with his work. Again, a huge and convincing change is needed when he realises the
predicament he is in.

Please contact Tony for a script and to indicate your interest. tkeandj@aol.com or
01784 242512

